The differential cross-section for the reaction + y+p+1~ +n was measured at 19 photon energies, between 300 and 750 MeV in the laboratory, for pion angles between 0' and 130' in the center of mass system. The pions were analysed in angle and momentum with a magnetic spectrometer and detected by a counter telescope, The O" measurements could be achieved, in spit<. of the excessive positron rate, owing to a mass spectrometer arrsngement.
INTRODUCTION
Many angular distributions of single II+ photoproduction on (I,?) protons are now available, up to a photon energy k = 1270 FleV.
In spite of the many-data it was not possible to extend phenomenological analyses (3'4) in the region of the D13-pion nucleon resonance (kR Q 770 MeV) to lower energies k ( 550 E4eV since the information was too scanty. Cut such an extension of the analyses is necessary in order to see if the results are consistent with the results of the dispersion theory at lower energies around the P33-resonance. Such a check could remove at least part of the arbitrariness in formulating a phenomenological model at these higher energies.
The results, which we present in this paper for laboratory photon energies k = 300 ..* 750 MeV serve mainly three purposes:
First, the new data supply small angle cross sections which (5) are lacking between the highest measurement of Knapp They are analysed by a magnetic spectrometer at momentum p and laboratory angle 0,
The kinematics of the reaction is described by Fig, 1 , where k is the laboratory energy of the photon, The energy E of the machine is chosen so that k belongs to the flat region of the bremsstrahlung energy curve; but E is below threshold for double photoproduction processes giving a n+ at the analysed momentum: Tests of consistency of our energy calibrations were obtained by drawing excitation.curves at fixed p and 0 and variable E (Fig. 2 ).
In addition to =+ other particles are analysed and reach the detectors. These are essentially protons from no photoproduction and, at forward angles, positrons from electromagnetic pairs. FJe have, on In region 3 the small constant rate of e+ comes from TI" decay.
In region 1, the rate of e+ increases very rapidly at small angles, and at O", even in the most favorable experimental conditions, the ratio E+/JT+ is as high as %104-105. Besides e+ and pB some muons from IT+ decay reach also the detection system.
The two leading factors governing possibilities of discrimination at detection are the following:
+In fact E was kept belo\; threshold for u+p-production giving a u+ at the analysed momentum. Foils of copper or aluminium from .5% to 47, radiation length were used as radiators. The photon spectrum was computed with a thick target bremsstrahlung program (11) which takes into account the electron energy degradation in the radiator and pair production by the photons, -The liquid hydrogen is contained in an appendix (Fig,4) (55 x 210 mm9 60 mm height) with 50 n steel windows, which is directly connected to a ten liters liquid hydrogen reservoir, both being enclosed in a vacuum chamber.
-In region 3 this vacuum chamber is connected to the spectrometer and can rotate with it (Fig. 4a) In regions 1 and 2 the target vacuum chamber is independent of the spectrometer, The target is roughly normal to the beam (Fig.4b) and the empty target background has to be subtracted, In these regions because of the normalization process used one need not know the exact target length, as it wi 11 appear later.
The magnetic which are electrically spectrometer (12) (Fig,5) another, Therefore such a bias allow to eliminate all protons without losing more than one n out of one thousand.
.' .i :. ': On the other hand this telescope does not permit to separate the muons from the 77 mesons. This u contamination must be computed and the calculation will be described in part V.
Protons being here more numerous than pions, are stopped before detection in a carbon absorber set just in front of the telescope. The n loss in the absorber is taken into account as de- On the other hand pions lose only a small fraction of their momentum by ionization, Such a difference of behavior suggests the possibility of a magnetic separation between the pions and the showers components, the quasi totality of which has momenta much smaller than the pions momenta.
This separation was achieved with the previously described spectrometer used in a different way ( So one must now distinguish two resolutions:
-A resolution in analysed momentum l\p/po, determined as previously by radial slits.
-A resolution in momentum loss 6p in the radiator determined by the radial size of the counters in image plane, These two functions of the spectrometer are completely independent.
In the transverse plane, the spectrometer is no more focusing because of multiple scattering and the resulting loss of n can reach 90% Ti= R dA dL through the relation:
Here F is the product of the number of incident electrons by the density of target protons per cm2* 2 is the Rosenbluth cross section. 
b. Indirect Measurements
In regions 1 and 2, where the target is transverse, we need an empty target subtraction which can reach 20% at 0" and low energies.
As said before, the small angle cross section is obtained from a normalization procedure at an angle CY and same momentum p, where the absolute cross section is known by direct measurement; the ratio of cross sections and the ratio of counting rates at 8' and a0
arc simply related by:
For each measurement at small angles we have chosen at least two normalization points corresponding to two different angles a: the cross sections at these angles a were computed by interpolation bctwecn the absolute results of region 3, As expected we obtained the same value for the small angles cross sections, within statistics, whatever be a0
In going from e to a the effective target length L seen by the spectrometer changes as shown in Fig. 4b . Rut as already noted, a transverse slit in the symmetry plane of the spectrometer has been dcsigncd to make the acceptance constant for all points of interaction in the target, up to the largest angle a used for normalization.
This has been checked experimentally. Therefore the parameter L has no influence on the counting rates. WC have also checked that the choice of the resolution in loss of momentum 6p does not modify our results.
In the determination of the cross sections ratio all the previously described corrections (n decay, u correction, 71 losses, ctc,) cancel to first order and only their small differences between 8 and a have to be accounted fora VI, RESULTS Table I The photon energy calibration is consistent from point to point to about ,l% and the absolute calibration error is less than ,5%0 The energy resolution depends on the pion momentum and angle and is essentially defined by the spectrometer momentum resolution (4%).
The systematic errors arc listed in Table II As a consequence one is only able to predict the large Ml+ at rcsonance within 5 oo1 10% and one cannot predict the sign of the small 312 quantity El+ from theory alone.
But once Pll+ 3'2 (k = kR) and E;i2 (k = kR) are fixed, the energy dependence within the region of the first resonance can safely be predicted for these partial amplitudes.
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